and N E,T ·5, where N E,S and N E,T represent the number of source and target elements, and they are in 48 integer format. Each row of these two matrices represents a unique element, which comprises of the 49 number of nodes in the element (3 for linear triangles or 4 for linear quads; this algorithm does not 50 process quadratic element faces), followed by the integer value for the row in the node matrix that 51 contains the X-Y-Z coordinate for the specific node. If there is a triangle element, the forth node is 52 listed simply as 0. For example, a quad with coordinates at (1,1,0), (1,2,1), (2,1,0), and (2,2,1) would be While each element declared will be used in the generation of the transfer matrix, there can be excess 56 nodes in the node matrix without any detriment, so long as all of the nodes referenced by the elements 57 are present.
58
The next step is to determine the centroid of each element, for linear tetrahedral faces (triangles) Figure 1 . Triangle element face divided into 3 parts.
-If a quad, then the first three node elements are used to calculate the area. Afterwards, the 72 process is repeated with the first, second, and forth node. Regardless of the node order, this 73 should create two triangles that form the quad.
74
-The centroid coordinates is found by simply averaging the X, Y, and Z location of the three 75 nodes that made up the surface triangle.
76
• Generate the vectors from each node to the centroid.
77
• Three times, find the area formed by each of the three pairs of vectors.
78
-R 1 ×R 2 , R 2 ×R 3 , and R 1 ×R 3 , where R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 represent the vector formed in between 79 the centroid and node 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
80
-The area is calculated as half of the absolute value of the cross product of the two vectors, to 81 form each smaller triangle
. An example of how picking the wrong nodes to divide a quad into two triangles can cause error due to area overlap, utilizing nodes 1-2-3 and 1-3-4. Another example of how picking the wrong nodes to divide a quad into two triangles can cause error due to area overlap, demonstrating how an assumption cannot be made by searching for the longest vector between two nodes.
-It is not an option to find the node the greatest distance away, as an oddly shaped element 89 would give an erroneous calculation (Figure 3) 
90
-The areas of all three combinations of two possible triangles are calculated (Table 1) 91 -The maximum of these three possible areas is selected as the area of the quad of interest 
where V S and V T are the unit-normal vectors for the source and the target 2D element. 
These normalized impacts represent the proportion that the force from one source element is applied 162 to a given target element. This approach enables that the total force from each source is equally applied 163 to N X target elements, and the cumulative forces match for both the source and the target.
164
The transfer matrix does not work in terms of force but of pressure; the goal of the mapper is 165 to find an even distribution of source pressures that combine to a given source. To determine the 166 magnitude of a source pressure on a target element W P , the ratio of the element areas are applied, and
where A S is the area of the source, A T,i is the area of the specific target, W N,i is the normalized ratio of 169 the force from the source that is applied to target i, and W P is the ratio of how much pressure from the 170 source is added to the total pressure of target i.
171
The last and final step is to swap the calculated values of W P from a N S ·N X array to a N T ·N X2 172 array, where N X2 is an integer value significantly greater than N X . This is simply determined by
173
• Sorting through the N S ·N X array of W P for each source element
174
• Adding to the target number found, the location in a N T ·N X2 array
175
-That source element, the source element number, and the pressure magnitude data W P and oo is the time step, ranging from 1 to 180. If xx or yy ever exceeded the value of 1.1, then xx 216 or yy was subtracted by 1.2. This will cause a moving pressure boundary in the X and Y direction, 217 demonstrating the robustness for sudden pressure changes. In addition, a Gaussian pressure spike is 218 added at a cyclic location
where 220 X C = 0.5 + 0.25·cos( oo·π 90 ),
The mapping was completed, and for all 180 time steps, the cumulative forces matched almost 221 exactly (Figure 4 ). Obviously the total forces for the source is greater, as the surface area for the source 222 is greater, but by isolating all of the elements within the range of 0 to 1 that will be applied to the 
Conclusion

228
A robust algorithm has been demonstrated to map pressures from a source 2-D shell mesh onto a and post-processing to generate the images and check the total forces on the source and target surfaces.
283
All of these steps are run independent of each other, allowing a future user to customize it, though 284 require the previous steps as input.
285
Generating the Input Files
286
The first step is to generate the source and target mesh, as well as the source input pressure files.
287
A script to generate all of the sample mesh and pressure files was written in the Fortran programing 288 language as file Make_Input.f and can easily be run after compiling. If one were to run it in the Linux 289 operating system environment with gfortran installed, it can easily be run by typing:
in the command prompt. This assumes that the empty directory Input that is in the supplementary 293 folder remains. In addition, the executable filename makeinput is arbitrary, and can be substituted for 294 any filename the user wishes. Generating the meshes and pressure files should take approximately 295 five minutes on a standard desktop computer.
296
Four files will be generated in the directory that the executable is run: the source node input pressures are generated as Ps_001.txt, ..., Ps_180.txt in the input directory are generated. With 301 these files, the mapping algorithm can be compiled and executed in order to get the transfer matrix.
302
Generating the Transfer Matrix
303
The second step is to generate the transfer matrix; this file is labeled transfer_matrix.dat. Map_Parameters.txt in the same directory. This file enables manipulation by the user of the mapping 309 parameters without ever having to manipulate the source make_tm.f Fortran file.
310
The input mapper parameter file contains six lines of simple inputs; no variable names are shown.
311
The variables in terms of line numbers are as follows: 312 1. Nx = 5: This is the maximum number of targets that can be considered proximate to a given 313 source. Matrix arrays of Ns·Nx will be generated, so it must be small enough that the script does then it should not be desirable for Nx to be greater than a few, as one would not want the source 317 element to be mapped onto elements a significant distance away.
2. Nx2 = 500: This is the maximum number of sources that can be considered proximate to a given 319 target and used in the transfer matrix. Matrix arrays of Nt·Nx will be generated, so it must be 320 small enough that the script does not exceed the memory resources of the computer, but also 321 large enough to contain every source matrix considered proximate to a given target; in practice 322 having a value of Nx2 that is 100 times greater than Nx was found to work well.
323
3. MinW0 = 0.0000000001: This is the minimum value of W that is necessary for a target particle to 324 be considered proximate to a source. This value can be set to zero, but the computational time 325 will be dramatically increased, and there is a risk that source elements that do not in fact overlap 326 a target can be used for the final pressure. If a minimum value is set, then target elements that do 327 not have any proximate source elements will not be mapped, resulting in a consistent pressure of hcoef is the more likely a source element fully separated from a target element will influence the 334 pressure, and less likely a target element will turn out to not be mapped. revolution (the pressure data was generated with sinusoidal functions) in two-degree increments.
362
There are infinite possible quantities of pressure files that a parametric numerical analysis could The executable filename readmap is arbitrary, and can be substituted for any filename the user wishes.
368
On a typical desktop, this will take approximately five minutes to run to completion.
369
Post-Processing
370
At this step, the new pressures are generated for the target elements, and the forces should match 371 for all pressure steps. To validate and visualize this, a series of MatLab scripts were developed to 372 process and plot the results. The first step is to calculate the total force on the surface; this is easily 373 done by multiplying the pressure times each element's area and summing these forces up:
375
When comparing forces, it is necessary to distinguish the force from the source over the 1·1 area of the 376 target, versus the elements on the edge. The next step is to generate the two manuscript figure files,
377
including the cumulation of the forces for all 180 pressure steps in Figure 4 , as well as the source and 378 target 2D pressure plots (pressure file 100) in Figure 5 . Finally, all of the 2D pressure plots, both source demonstrates that this algorithm is a practical tool to convert pressure data from different 3D surface 383 meshes for numerical analysis in practical engineering design.
